
WRITING A LETTER TO A LONG LOST FAMILY MEMBER

At Genes Reunited we know searching for missing family members is one of the most emotional journeys a person will
ever take. If you're on.

Writing something like "if there's no answer to this letter within a month, you will never hear from me again"
is not the best way to go. If you still have questions about making initial contact by letter, you may find the
sample "Dear Birth Mother" and "Dear Adoptee" letters included in our " Outreach "" section to be helpful
resources They can be treasured. The best thing is to take your time. Be succinct and to the point. Write with
the pen and not your emotions Using overly emotional language is not a good idea when writing a letter to a
long lost family member. Good luck, and may the first letter you send be one of many more to follow and the
start of a beautiful relationship. I have two siblings that my mom had with my dad step-dad. A phone call
might be too awkward and forceful. There are so many differences, but then we have a commonality, we are
related. He does help me sometimes though which is a relief. I don't know if you feel the same as me, but I
think about how I can make our relationships better and then something stops me. I think we can make this
sibling-hood work and be none-the-wiser about our past of being shut off from one another for whatever
reasons. So, here is my letter to them. A letter however might be just right in terms of opening the lines of
communication. What do you want to achieve with this letter when writing? Dear siblings, Hey, your older
sister here. It gives the person who's been found more control over what happens next I took some
photographs of you, as you were so glamourous! The best thing is to take your time over it.


